Citing Gale resources originally published in a **journal** using NoodleBib

This tutorial shows how to cite any resource that was originally published in a **journal** and is reprinted in a book. NoodleBib screenshots are included. This tutorial can also be used for *Opposing Viewpoints, Current Controversies, and Taking Sides* series when the material is reprinted from a journal.

From the dropdown menu select Anthology/Collection (Poems, Stories, etc.).

On the next screen from the dropdown menu for Citing, select Reprint/Excerpt: Journal Article.

This tutorial assumes you are using the actual Gale book. If you are using the online version instead, select **Database** and you will be prompted for information about the online database.
Information about where the article was originally published. Don’t confuse this with the information about the Gale book.

As you enter your information, popups will give you hints such as the one above which tells you what you should capitalized.

Finally, NoodleBib wants information about the Gale book you are using.

From the dropdown menu for Role you will need to select Editor.
Occasionally an instructor will ask for an annotation (a note of explanation or comment). If so, add it in the Annotation box. When finished, click Submit.

This is how the above citation will appear on the Works Cited page when it is opened in Word (or any word processing program).